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Key Points:13

• Ion-neutral coupling near the dayside cusp is examined during an interval of en-14

hanced auroral activity.15

• Neutral wind re-orientation occurs much faster during enhanced particle precip-16

itation, causing a pseudo-coupling to the solar wind.17

• Instead of being enhanced by increased auroral conductivity, Joule heating is damp-18

ened by the neutral winds.19
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Abstract20

Using data from the Scanning Doppler Imager, the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network,21

the EISCAT Svalbard Radar and an auroral all-sky imager, we examine an instance of22

F-region neutral winds which have been influenced by the presence of poleward moving23

auroral forms near the dayside cusp region. We observe a reduction in the time taken24

for the ion-drag force to re-orientate the neutrals into the direction of the convective plasma25

(on the order of minutes), compared to before the auroral activity began. Additionally,26

because the ionosphere near the cusp is influenced much more readily by changes in the27

solar wind via dayside reconnection, we observe the neutrals responding to an interplan-28

etary magnetic field change within minutes of it occurring. This has implications on the29

rate that energy is deposited into the ionosphere via Joule heating, which we show to30

become dampened by the neutral winds.31

1 Introduction32

In the thermosphere, neutrals are under the influence of forces from numerous sources.33

Near the equator, horizontal motion is nearly entirely dayside to nightside directed (Jacchia,34

1965) and is limited in velocity due to drag imparted from collisions with locally ionised35

particles. At higher geomagnetic latitudes however (typically >60◦), where ions are set36

into motion due to the large scale Dungey cycle convection (Dungey, 1961), both the global37

and mesoscale behaviour of the neutrals becomes much more complicated.38

The high latitude plasma convection is generally much faster than the neutral wind,39

regularly reaching over 1 km s−1 (Ruohoniemi et al., 1987). As such, the ion drag force40

acts to accelerate the neutrals into the E×B direction. This is clear both statistically41

(e.g. Förster et al., 2008) and in case studies (e.g. Conde & Smith, 1998). In general,42

the average polar neutral wind pattern resembles the average plasma convection pattern.43

However, average conditions of both are not generally representative of mesoscale phe-44

nomena. The plasma convection can for instance be quite variable, and respond very quickly45

to changes in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) (Murr & Hughes, 2001). This is46

especially true on the dayside, where reconnection processes propagate quickly into the47

cusp region.48

Of course, ion-drag is not the sole force acting on the high latitude neutral wind.49

Temperature gradients between the dayside and nightside in particular still drive neu-50
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trals anti-sunward as they do at lower latitudes. This, and other effects with lesser in-51

fluence (such as Coriolis and viscous forces) deviate the neutral wind further from per-52

fect coupling to the plasma, contributing to its sluggishness in responding to changes in53

the convection (e.g. a large change in solar wind driving). Thus, there are often large54

delays (on the order of hours) before velocity changes in the high latitude plasma trans-55

late fully into the neutral wind (e.g. Billett et al., 2019). Traditionally, a quantitative56

time delay is determined by calculating the time for the neutral wind to accelerate to57

1/e of the plasma velocity (e.g. Kosch et al., 2001).58

The neutral acceleration is described by the momentum equation (e.g. Rishbeth,59

1972), of which the ion-drag component is given by:60

adrag = νni (u− v) (1)

where u and v are the neutral and plasma velocities respectively, and νni is the neutral-61

ion collision frequency. In the F-region, the thermosphere is weakly ionised and so νni62

is small (about 1 Hz compared to 1 kHz in the E-region; Pfaff, 2012). However, ionisa-63

tion due to particle precipitation can modify this significantly by increasing plasma den-64

sity and in turn, strengthen collisions and ion drag acceleration. This would decrease the65

acceleration timescale of the neutral wind to changes in the plasma. In fact, recent stud-66

ies (Conde et al., 2018; Zou et al., 2018) have certainly shown this to be the case, ob-67

serving a rapid (<20 minutes) neutral wind response during auroral activity. This is much68

shorter than previous estimations (on the order of a few hours) during periods of little69

or no precipitation (Kosch et al., 2010; Joshi et al., 2015; Billett et al., 2019).70

In contrast to those previous authors, who observe events in the nightside auro-71

ral zone, the higher latitude of Svalbard allows for observations of the dayside cusp re-72

gion. In this locale, the ionosphere is influenced more readily by changes in the solar wind73

via dayside reconnection, than by substorm processes on the nightside. With F-region74

data from the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN), the Scanning Doppler75

Imager (SCANDI), the EISCAT Svalbard Radar (ESR) and an all-sky auroral imager,76

we examine a cusp region event on December 12th, 2013, that reveals a thermosphere77

experiencing two very different regimes of ion-drag forcing. A series of poleward mov-78

ing auroral forms (PMAF: Fasel, 1995) was seen which drove dynamic changes to the79

thermospheric wind, contrasting significantly to the quiet period shortly before the au-80

rora were observed. We also investigate the nature in which the neutrals modify Joule81
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heating rates during this event, so as to assess their importance in comparison to statis-82

tics (Billett et al., 2018).83

2 Instrumentation84

2.1 Neutral Winds and Neutral Temperatures85

SCANDI (Aruliah et al., 2010) is a wide field Fabry-Perot interferometer located86

at Longyearbyen, Svalbard (78.15◦, 16.04◦ geographic, 75.52◦ 108.21◦ Altitude-adjusted87

corrected geomagnetic (AACGM); Shepherd (2014)), and can be used to spatially re-88

solve neutral wind vectors within a field of view (FOV) of approximately 1000 km diam-89

eter, as well as the neutral temperatures. An image of the sky is sub-divided into sev-90

eral zones, in each of which an individual Doppler spectrum is measured. From these,91

neutral wind vectors and temperatures with a horizontal resolution of approximately 100-92

200 km near altitudes of 250 km are determined when a 61 zone grid is used. This pro-93

cedure is described in more detail by Aruliah et al. (2010). The exposure/integration time94

of one SCANDI derived neutral wind field is approximately 7.5 minutes.95

2.2 Plasma Convection96

The SuperDARN consists of 35 HF radars situated in both hemispheres that mea-97

sure the line of sight Doppler velocity of field aligned plasma irregularities. Velocities from98

all radars in the same hemisphere are gridded together, and typically supplemented by99

a statistical model based on IMF conditions to account for regions of poor data cover-100

age. A spherical harmonic function is then fitted to create a map of electrostatic poten-101

tial (Ruohoniemi & Baker, 1998), which is a direct representation of the Dungey cycle102

convection pattern. For the event presented in this study, the statistical model by Thomas103

and Shepherd (2018) and all available data in the northern hemisphere is integrated over104

two-minute intervals. The two radars with fields of view overlooking Svalbard are those105

at Hankasalmi, Finland and Pykkvibaer, Iceland; both of which obtained un-interrupted106

measurements within the SCANDI field of view for the event described in this study.107

2.3 Auroral Intensity and Electron Density108

630 nm auroral intensities, corresponding to an emission altitude of approximately109

250 km, were obtained from an all-sky imager (Taguchi et al., 2012) which is co-located110
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with SCANDI on Svalbard. During the event described in this study, both 1 s and 4 s111

exposures were taken sequentially. However, the auroral brightness was so high at times112

that the 4 s images were occasionally over-saturated. Therefore, only the 1 s exposures113

were used.114

Later in this paper, we relate the 630 nm auroral intensities directly to the F-region115

Pedersen conductivity by using electron density data from the ESR. Data from only the116

42 m dish was used, which is aligned parallel to the terrestrial magnetic field and lies within117

the FOV of both SCANDI and the all-sky imager118

3 Results119

The event of interest occurred on the 8th December, 2013, of which an overview120

is shown in Figure 1. During this time, the IMF Bz was almost always southward apart121

from a 15 minute interval beginning at 07:40UT. The IMF By began negative, turns strongly122

positive slightly before 07:00UT and then decreased significantly in magnitude by 09:00UT.123

The aurora began at 07:30UT, around 10 minutes before the northward Bz transition.124

Prior to this, the auroral oval was equatorward of the FOV and hence the keogram was125

dark. The PMAFs were characterised by bright, short-lived 630nm intensity bursts, first126

at 07:45 UT, stretching between 71◦ and 76◦ magnetic latitude. The PMAFs continued127

throughout the brief period of northward Bz and until 08:30UT, when both Bz and By128

decreased in magnitude. The main auroral oval then sat at approximately 75◦ magnetic129

latitude (at a much dimmer intensity), and at 09:00UT, there were further bright enhance-130

ments that had a similar latitudinal extent as the PMAF.131

To show the effect of PMAF on the ionospheric electron density, two ESR exper-132

iments with differing time integrations were running for the event presented in this study.133

The 30 s “Beata” experiment and the 60 s “Taro” experiment. Beata was in operation134

until 06:57 UT, while Taro was from 07:11 UT onwards. Initially, ne was fairly uniform135

above 300 km with time, and the greatest ionisation was present above 200 km altitude.136

After the PMAF began, large and short-lived ne enhancements which spanned from 100-137

600 km altitude occurred whenever the corresponding 630 nm bursts crossed the ESR beam.138

Increased ionisation continues after the PMAF while the auroral oval remained at the139

ESR latitude until 09:20UT.140
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Figure 1. Overview of the 8th December 2013 event. 1: The IMF Bz and By components

(OMNI dataset, lagged to the dayside ionosphere). 2: Auroral 630 nm intensity keogram (Sval-

bard all-sky imager). 3: Altitude-time plot of the electron density (ESR 42m beam). 4: Average

zonal and 5: meridional velocity components of the neutrals (blue, SCANDI) and plasma (red,

SuperDARN). 6: Average neutral temperatures from SCANDI. The zonal and meridional veloc-

ities, and the neutral temperatures, are averages between 71◦ and 76◦ magnetic latitude within

the SCANDI FOV. Error bars on 4, 5 and 6 are standard deviations.

Velocity component averages for both the plasma and neutral flows were calculated141

using neutral and plasma vectors from each of the SCANDI zones below 76◦ magnetic142

latitude (approximately half the FOV), to match the region of auroral activity. The plasma143
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flow began eastward while the IMF By was negative. Then, when By became positive144

before 07:00UT, the plasma flow quickly turned westward. In contrast, the neutral flow145

began weakly westward and turned eastward by 07:00UT. They began turning westward146

again to match the new plasma flow direction from 07:00UT to 07:15UT, but then sped147

up considerably after the PMAF started. The neutral flow changed direction only a few148

minutes after the plasma flow, and both reached a maximum westward velocity at ap-149

proximately the same time, 20 minutes after the By transition. For the remainder of the150

auroral activity, the average zonal component of the neutral and plasma flow remained151

fairly similar.152

For the meridional components, both the plasma flow and neutral wind started with153

a similar poleward velocity. Between 06:20-07:10UT however, the plasma accelerated to154

400 ms−1 poleward (coinciding with Bz becoming more negative). The neutral velocity155

started to increase in the same direction between 07:00-07:15UT, 40-55 minutes after the156

plasma velocity began to accelerate. When the PMAF began at about 07:30UT, the neu-157

tral wind accelerated from 100 ms−1 to 300 ms−1 within 20 minutes and stayed fast for158

the remainder of the event. The plasma however reduced in meridional velocity from around159

08:00UT, and became primarily zonal.160

Initially, Tn hovered around 1150 K between 06:00UT and 06:50UT with relatively161

small standard deviations. There was then an increase coinciding with the aforementioned162

By transition from negative to positive, reaching a peak Tn of ∼1450 K around 07:45UT.163

Standard deviations at this time were larger than before, but still small enough to dis-164

tinguish a clear temperature enhancement. Tn from here on gradually decreased back165

to initial levels by the end of the event, although the spread of temperatures became large166

between 08:30UT and 09:00UT.167

To provide context for the horizontal neutral wind and plasma morphologies, Fig-168

ure 2 shows nine snapshots of the neutral wind fields, 630 nm intensities and electric po-169

tential contours mapped onto MLAT-MLT coordinates between 06:45 and 07:45UT. Each170

panel is a sequential SCANDI integration period, with the 630 nm intensity and plasma171

convection pattern corresponding to the start of the period. It is important to recall here172

that the integration time of the neutral winds is comparable to, or even longer than, the173

duration of a single PMAF pulse, which induces a margin of error when trying to de-174
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Figure 2. Zoomed in MLAT-MLT (in AACGM coordinates, noon top and dawn right) plots

of neutral winds (green vectors), 630nm intensity (red-white colour) and electric potential (white

contours) between 06:45:11 and 07:45:04UT. Dashed black lines are constant AACGM latitudes,

separated by 10◦. Radial solid black lines indicate whole hours of MLT.

termine the cause of any neutral wind changes, up to the length of the SCANDI inte-175

gration period.176

The most striking aspect of the neutral winds during this period is how quickly they177

re-orientated after the transition from negative to positive By. In the panel before the178
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By transition (06:53:13), SCANDI was located in the dawn convection cell, close to the179

dayside convection reversal boundary, and the neutral wind on the poleward side had180

turned from eastward to westward. By 07:08:12, there was a strong positive By compo-181

nent and the convection pattern shifted such that SCANDI was located between the two182

cells. The plasma flow was mostly poleward with a small westward component, while the183

neutral flow remained eastward. Until 07:30:05, the convection within the SCANDI FOV184

gradually became more westward. Sometime between the integration period starting at185

07:30:05 and ending at 07:38:01, the neutral wind switched direction, aligning more closely186

with the convection, and coinciding with the 630nm brightening. The convection was dis-187

turbed, but still mainly poleward, during the northward IMF period at 07:38:01UT. For188

the remaining duration of the PMAF, SCANDI moved further into the dusk cell where189

the plasma flow was primarily westward on the equatorward side, but poleward on the190

poleward side of the FOV. The neutral wind then roughly followed the contours of con-191

vection.192

4 Discussion193

We have presented evidence for much stronger coupling of the thermosphere to the194

ionosphere in the presence of PMAFs, compared to when they were absent. PMAFs are195

the result of open field lines moving poleward across the dayside ionosphere while en-196

ergetic particles are deposited from the solar wind, generating bright aurora near noon197

(Fasel, 1995). We saw these between 07:30 and 08:30UT (10.4-11.4MLT) in the auro-198

ral data, which is slightly dawnward of typical PMAF onset location (noon MLT), and199

was likely due to the strongly positive IMF By causing dayside reconnection to be off-200

set from the magnetopause (Cooling et al., 2001). PMAF occurring during northward201

Bz, which we saw from 07:40-07:55UT, has been noted as a somewhat uncommon oc-202

currence (McWilliams et al., 2000), but more likely during strong By conditions such as203

here (Fear et al., 2005). The auroral activity which occurred from 09:00-09:30UT is a204

signature of so-called “throat aurora”, which has recently come to prominence (Han et205

al., 2017).206

Because the electron density enhancements at lower altitudes correspond exactly207

with the PMAFs crossing the ESR beam FOV, we expect that the added ionisation is208

originating from the equatorward side of the FOV, and then being transported poleward.209

This subjects nearly all of the FOV to increased ion-neutral collisions, which is evidenced210
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by the fact the neutrals gained a significant amount of poleward momentum as soon as211

the PMAF began at 07:30 UT. This also holds true for the zonal velocities (panel 4), and212

is particularly interesting due to the transition in the IMF By component. The response213

of the plasma to changes in By is a well-studied area (e.g. Grocott et al., 2004), but the214

neutrals less so. For instance, McCormac et al. (1991) first observed a By dependence215

on the neutral winds during sequential passes of the DE2 satellite, and Förster et al. (2008)216

generated statistical neutral wind patterns with a By dependence using data from CHAMP.217

Plasma convection near the cusp responds rapidly to IMF changes in general, and a By218

transition from negative to positive generates the westward to eastward velocity change219

(Rash et al., 1999) seen in this event. Because the neutral wind delay was substantially220

reduced as a result of enhanced precipitation, the neutrals respond to this By change dur-221

ing a single SCANDI observation period.222

In order for the neutrals to follow the convection, the ion drag force needs to re-223

main in the same direction for an amount of time at least equal to the neutral wind de-224

lay timescale. Since the bulk motion of the neutrals is slow to respond to changes in the225

convection (hours) when there is no aurora, the time history of the convection plays a226

vital role (e.g. Aruliah et al., 1999) in determining the neutral wind structure before the227

PMAFs begin. As Bz was negative for the first 1.5 hours, the plasma around noon MLT228

was broadly anti-sunward (i.e. poleward). As a result, the neutral winds shown in Fig-229

ure 2 consistently has a poleward component that is enhanced significantly by the PMAF230

onset (07:30UT onwards in Figure 1, panel 5 and Figure 2). The neutrals maintaining231

a meridional component faster than the plasma from around 08:00UT onwards is poten-232

tially due to their high inertia in that direction, known as the neutral wind flywheel ef-233

fect (Lyons et al., 1985).234

As SCANDI co-rotates with Earth during the beginning of the event (anti-clockwise235

with respect to Figure 2), the lower latitude regions fell within the eastward return flow236

region of convection, hence the initial eastward neutral wind. When the PMAF began,237

the neutrals had not yet turned fully westward to match the direction of the plasma flow238

which had already responded to the By transition. This is to be expected, as the time239

between the By transition and PMAF onset is almost certainly much shorter than the240

initial neutral wind response time. In the SCANDI integration period following the start241

of the PMAF (07:30:05UT in Figure 2), the neutral flow in the vicinity of the aurora had242

turned westward, indicating a response timescale of at most 8 minutes. This appears to243
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be much shorter than prior to the PMAF onset, as the neutral velocity both zonally and244

meridionally had been slow to accelerate to that of the plasma in the hour preceding.245

This is in agreement with results by Conde et al. (2018) and Zou et al. (2018), who saw246

similar timescales during auroral activity on the nightside. Once the aurora began, the247

neutral wind was at a similar velocity to the plasma flow zonally, and so changed direc-248

tion almost instantly with it. Meridionally, the neutral wind immediately began accel-249

erating up to the plasma velocity, matching it approximately 20 minutes later. The pos-250

itive meridional direction is the direction of the solar driven pressure gradient force around251

the MLT’s considered, but because the longitudinal distance covered was relatively small,252

there would be no significant change that could drive the acceleration seen. However,253

it could have contributed to maintaining the fast neutral wind mentioned earlier. The254

wind flywheel from 08:00-08:30 UT did not appear to enhance the meridional plasma ve-255

locity, but could have from 08:30 UT onwards. It also may have been partly responsi-256

ble for the zonal velocities tracking close together.257

Joule heating accounts for the majority of energy dissipated into the ionosphere258

from coupling to the magnetosphere (Knipp et al., 2004). It is therefore a vital param-259

eter to calculate accurately for the purposes of space weather forecasting. It has previ-260

ously been shown that the neutral winds can have a significant impact on modifying Joule261

heating (e.g. Billett et al., 2018), contrary to older studies which have assumed that the262

neutral velocity is negligible with respect to the plasma flow.263

In the polar ionosphere, Joule heating is given by (e.g. Baker et al., 2004):264

Qj = ΣPE
2 + 2ΣPE (u×B) + ΣP (u×B)

2
(2)

where E is the convection electric field (given by the electrostatic potential gradient),265

ΣP is the height integrated Pedersen conductivity, B is the magnetic field, and U is the266

neutral wind velocity. We only consider currents which are perpendicular to the mag-267

netic field, as the electric field along the direction of B is typically very small (e.g. Lu268

et al., 1995). Here we obtain B using the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)269

(Thébault et al., 2015).270

In order to determine the Pedersen conductivity at a specific point within the all-271

sky camera field, we utilise the equations set out by Hosokawa and Ogawa (2010) and272

Brekke (2012). The relevant neutral species densities are obtained from the NRLMSISE-273

00 model (Picone et al., 2002), and the electron density from ESR. Once calculated at274
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each altitude level, the Pedersen conductivity is then integrated over just F-region al-275

titudes (to match the approximate emission altitudes of both the all-sky camera and SCANDI),276

defined here as between 200 km and 300 km. This is also the altitude range where the277

neutral winds are approximately height-invariant due to their high viscosity (Dalgarno278

& Smith, 1962).279

Once a point conductivity measurement is derived, we may obtain a 2D extrap-280

olation for each all-sky camera image by assuming a linear relationship between the Ped-281

ersen conductivity and 630 nm intensity (based on the work by Oyama et al., 2013). This282

is possible because in the F-region, the auroral emission intensity is proportional to the283

ion production rate (Kosch et al., 1998), which is in turn proportional to the electron284

density (Oyama et al., 2013) and conductivity (Brekke & Moen, 1993). For each 630 nm285

all-sky image, the location of the ESR beam is found within the camera field of view and286

a corresponding intensity, I (in Rayleighs), and F-region integrated Pedersen conduc-287

tivity, ΣP , are paired. A least-squares linear fit is then applied to all pairs to determine288

a functional form of the conductivity with respect to intensity for the event presented289

in this study:290

ΣP = 0.0504 +
(
I · 2.5276x10−5

)
(3)

which has a reduced chi squared value of χ2
ν = 1.6948. Using this and equation 2, 2D291

Joule heating images are produced using data from the all-sky camera, SuperDARN and292

SCANDI. These are shown in Figure 3 in the same format as Figure 2.293

The Pedersen conductivity in the F-region is much smaller than in the E-region,294

and therefore so is the Joule heating. Typical enhancements are apparent in the 06:53:13,295

07:08:12 and 07:16:00UT panels where the potential gradient was steep, and at 07:30:05296

and 07:45:04UT in the location where the 630 nm emission (conductivity) was bright.297

Perhaps the most significant modifier of Joule heating however came from the neutral298

winds, which contrary to the electric field and conductivity, have both a reduction and299

enhancement effect per the second and third terms in equation 2. Joule heating is re-300

duced when the neutrals flow in the direction of the plasma, which occurred in many of301

the panels shown in Figure 3. For instance, the 630 nm intensity enhancement was much302

lower at 07:30:05UT compared to 07:45:04UT, but the resultant Joule heating is com-303

parable due to the neutral winds following the contours of convection more closely in the304

latter. Neutrals enhance Joule heating when they strongly oppose the plasma flow di-305
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Figure 3. Same format as Figure 2, but showing the F-region integrated Joule heating rate.

rection, e.g. the most poleward region of the SCANDI FOV at 07:38:01UT and less ob-306

viously, the poleward regions at 07:08:12 and 07:16:00UT.307

As ion-drag acts to pull the neutrals in the direction of the plasma convection, Joule308

heating was quickly reduced in the SCANDI FOV after the PMAF began at 07:30UT,309

even though the auroral brightness (and hence the conductivity) was much higher than310

it was before. Further evidence for a lack of Joule heating can be seen in the neutral tem-311

peratures shown in Figure 1, as Tn began to decrease from around 07:45UT onwards.312
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This illustrates the significant importance of the neutral winds in dampening Joule heat-313

ing when the response timescale is reduced, as it was here.314

Before the aurora began and when the neutrals were slow to transition into the plasma315

direction, Joule heating was enhanced due to greater ion-neutral friction. For example,316

this can be seen in the 07:08:12 and 07:16:00UT panels where the plasma had responded317

to the change in By but the neutrals had not yet fully reconfigured. This is consistent318

with the neutral temperature increases between 06:50UT and 07:45UT, from 1150 K to319

1450 K; a fairly large increase that is indicative of strong Joule heating. Considering that320

the F-region neutral density is several orders of magnitude higher than the plasma den-321

sity, it would thus require considerable energy to heat such a region (Emery et al., 1999).322

5 Summary323

We have examined the impact of the aurora on dayside F-region neutral winds near324

the cusp. From a 4-hour observation period above Svalbard, we note the following:325

• The time for the neutrals to respond to changes in the ionospheric plasma con-326

vection while in the vicinity of poleward moving auroral forms was significantly327

reduced compared to non-aurorally active times (on the order of minutes, reduced328

from what appeared to be hours).329

• Since the observations were made in the structured convection region of the day-330

side cusp and the response timescale was short, the thermospheric neutrals were331

influenced directly by changes in the IMF through dayside reconnection. For ex-332

ample, a quick east-west velocity change during the By transition presented in this333

study.334

• The strength of ion-neutral coupling is almost certainly related to the rate of ther-335

mospheric ionisation during auroral activity, as evidenced by very large electron336

density enhancements observed by ESR during the occurrence of poleward mov-337

ing auroral forms.338

• At F-region altitudes, the neutral wind velocity is a vital parameter when calcu-339

lating Joule heating rates, in addition to the convection electric field and auro-340

rally induced Pedersen conductivity. The reduced time for the neutral wind to be341

pulled into the orientation of plasma convection dampened Joule heating to the342

point where it was nearly entirely eliminated.343
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We would like to emphasise that as a result of this study, we do not attempt to de-344

fine a strict neutral wind delay time that can be indiscriminately applied to any thermosphere-345

ionosphere system due to its variable nature. For the particular event observed in this346

study however, the neutral wind appears to fully respond to a plasma flow change within347

8 minutes when the ionosphere was aurorally active. Before the aurora began, the re-348

sponse timescale was at least 1 hour, but likely longer.349
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